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What a gorgeous renovation to this 
pristine mid-century modern gem. 
Painstakingly transformed by 
award winning Maximilian Huxley 
Construction, this house captures 
the coolest essence of the 50s era 
while being completely modern in 
every important aspect from the 
mechanics to the sleek kitchen to 
the very functional family room. 





Vaulted ceilings and a very cool fireplace greet you as soon as you enter. Originally 4 small 
rooms, the main floor is now all open with a lovely dining room and living room featuring 
engineered walnut flooring and Italian designed and German manufactured pendant 
lights. There’s lots of light from the many windows on the main floor as well as access to a 
large patio to enjoy the sun all day long. 





The vaulted ceiling continues  through to 
the amazing kitchen which was thoughtfully 
reconfigured with custom cabinets and 
quartz countertops.  The finest appliance 
package includes a Wolf duel fuel range, a 
Sub Zero fridge, a Jenn Air wine fridge and 
Fischer Paykel Dish Drawers.  
 





The family room floor was taken back to the studs and  
reconfigured to create a separate laundry area, new 
bathroom with custom cabinetry and den/bedroom. Fully 
wired, the family room makes a perfect media room and 
has access to one of the multiple patios. A custom made 
barn door nicely separates the family room from the rest 
of the house.  
 









Upstairs has 2 guest bedrooms with new, expanded 
windows which share a bathroom with new walnut 
flooring, custom cabinetry and lights from Murano, 
Italy. 
 
There’s also a palatial master suite with a spacious 
walk-thru closet and lovely ensuite bathroom  featuring 
new skylights, custom mirrors and custom glass in 
showers.  





Throughout the home no expense was 
spared in the infrastructure of the home. All 
windows and exterior doors are fiberglass 
clad wood with multi-point locking.  All new 
wiring, plumbing updated, high efficiency 
hot water tank installed, all insulation  
replaced, sound proofing between all 
rooms and floors installed , a replaced and  
expanded HVAC system and more was  
recently completed. There’s even a new 
alarm system which you can connect to 
your mobile device and the blinds in the 
living room are WiFi enabled and can be 
controlled remotely. 

This home is perfection personified. 





For a private viewing call 
Brett Jones at 250.385.2033 

www.brettjones.ca 


